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On the Rank of Certain Incidence Matrices over GF(2)
PHILLIP MCCLURG
Let V be a vector space of dimension n  3 over GF(2). We are concerned with the incidence of
k-dimensional subspaces in .k C 2/-dimensional subspaces where 1  k  n − 2. We compute here
an upper bound for the rank of the associated incidence matrices over GF(2).
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
Let V be a vector space of dimension n  3 over GF(2). Suppose k is an integer satisfying
1  k  n− 2. Given any ordering of the k-dimensional subspaces of V , and any ordering of
the .k C 2/-dimensional subspaces of V , we define the incidence matrix M.n; k/ as follows:
the rows are indexed by the ordered k-dimensional subpsaces of V and the columns are indexed
by the ordered .k C 2/-dimensional subspaces of V . The .i; j/-entry of M.n; k/ is 1 if the i th
k-dimensional subspace is contained in the j th .kC2/-dimensional subspace. The .i; j/-entry
of M.n; k/ is 0 otherwise.
Let W be a subspace of V of codimension 1, and let X be a subspace of W of codimension 1.
We define an .n − 1; n − 2/-complement C to be the set difference W − X . As we shall see,
.n − 1; n − 2/-complements are useful in determining dependencies among the rows of our
incidence matrices.
Let C D W − X be an .n− 1; n− 2/-complement. For 1  k  n− 2, let K be a subspace
of X of dimension k − 1. We are interested in the following set of k-dimensional subpaces of
W : the set consists of all k-dimensional subspaces L of W containing K so that L \ X D K .
We call such a set of k-dimensional subspaces of W a C-cover of K .
2. PROPERTIES OF C -COVERS
We first note some basic properties of C-covers and their relationship to the .n − 1; n − 2/-
complement C . Our first goal will be to determine the number of elements in a C-cover K ,
where K is a subspace of X of dimension k − 1. We assume 1  k  n − 2.
LEMMA 2.1. Let C D W − X be an .n − 1; n − 2/-complement, and let K be a .k − 1/-
dimensional subspace of X. Let 0 D fL1; L2; : : : ; Lr g be a C-cover of K . Then fLi − K j1 
i  rg is a partition of C and r D 2n−k−1.
PROOF. Since any element L of 0 must contain K and satisfy L \ X D K , any element
of 0 can be constructed by choosing any element v of C to complete K to a k-dimensional
subspace of W . The resulting k-dimensional subspace hK ; viwould be the union of K and the
2k−1 nonzero vectors of the coset KCv. Since distinct elements Li and L j of0 intersect in the
.k−1/-dimensional space K , we must have .Li−K /\.L j−K / D ;. Thus fLi−K j1  i  rg
is a partition C into disjoint subsets of order 2k−1. Since C has order 2n−2 we see there are
precisely
2n−2
2k−1
D 2n−k−1
distinct k-dimensional subspaces in 0. 2
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LEMMA 2.2. Let C D W − X be an .n− 1; n− 2/-complement. Let 0 be a C-cover of K ,
a .k − 1/-dimensional subspace of X. Let Y be a subspace of V of dimension at least k C 2.
Then the number of elements of 0 contained in Y is even.
PROOF. Let Y be a subspace of V of dimension at least k C 2. If K is not contained in Y
or Y \W is contained in X , then no element of 0 is contained in Y . Thus we may assume K
is contained in Y and U D Y \W is not contained in X . Then Z D Y \ X is a hyperplane of
U . By a similar argument as in Lemma 2.1, the number of elements of 0 contained in Y is
jU − Z j
2k−1
D jZ j
2k−1
:
Since W is a hyperplane of V , if Y is contained in W , then jZ j  2kC1. If Y is not contained
in W , then jZ j  2k . In either case, the number of elements of 0 contained in Y is even. 2
For a given subspace L of dimension k, contained in V , let RL be the row of M.n; k/ indexed
by L . The following is a corollary of Lemma 2.2.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let 0 be a C-cover of K . Then over GF(2)X
L20
RL D 0: (1)
PROOF. In the column corresponding to any .k C 2/-dimensional space there are, by
Lemma 2.2, an even number of 1’s in the rows indexed by the k-dimensional subspaces
contained in 0. Thus over GF(2) we have Eqn. (1). 2
3. BINARY ORDER
Our main objective is to count the number of elements in a maximal sequence of C-covers
01; 02; : : : ; 0t where each 0 j , 1  j  t has a unique ‘smallest’ element. This sequence,
along with Corollary 2.3, will allow us to replace t rows of M.n; k/ with the row consisting
of only zeros.
To accomplish our goal we introduce the following order on the vectors of V . Fix a basis
fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g of V . Reversing the order of the indices will simplify the exposition. Given
two vectors v;w of V we have v D an xn C an−1xn−1C    a1x1 andw D bn xn C bn−1xn−1C
   b1x1. We say that v  w if as binary numbers anan−1 : : : a1 < bnbn−1 : : : b1. We refer
to this order as binary order on V with respect to the basis fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g. We also say a
vector v 2 V is of weight k with respect to a basis if v has exactly k nonzero coordinates with
respect to the basis. In this case we write wt.v/ D k.
We can also introduce an ordering on the subspaces of V of a given dimension using binary
order. Suppose A and B are subspaces of V of dimension r , where 1  r  n. Now we order
the vectors of A and B in binary order. Suppose that
A D fa1; a2; : : : ; a2r g
and
B D fb1; b2; : : : ; b2r g:
We will say that A  B if at the smallest index j where a j 6D b j we have a j  b j . We will
refer to this ordering as the binary order on the subspaces of V of a given dimension with
respect to the fixed basis fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g. One can, in a similar manner, order the set of all
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bases of a k-dimensional subspace of V with respect to the same fixed basis. We shall refer to
all the above orderings as binary order when the context is clear.
We will also define for v 2 V the spt.v/ to be the set of nonzero coordinate indices of v
with respect to our basis fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g. Thus spt.v/  f1; 2; : : : ; ng. For a subspace L
we define spt.L/ D [v2L spt.v/. For a vector of v 2 V the largest nonzero index of v or lni.v/
will refer to the largest index of a vector in our fixed basis fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g for which v has a
nonzero coefficient. The smallest nonzero index of v or sni.v/ will refer to the smallest index
of a vector in our fixed basis fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g for which v has a nonzero coefficient. First,
we prove a preliminary result concerning the choice of a basis for an arbitrary subspace of V .
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a nontrivial subspace of V of dimension r. Then the smallest basis
fv1  v2      vr g of L in binary order has lni.vi / < lni.v j / whenever 1  i < j  r and
lni.vi / =2 spt.v j / for 1  i 6D j  r .
PROOF. Let fv1  v2      vr g be the smallest basis of L in binary order. Let Li D
fv1  v2      vi g for 1  i  r . Then viC1 is the smallest vector in binary order in
L − Li . Thus viC1  vi C viC1. This implies lni.vi / 6D lni.viC1/. Since vi  viC1 we must
have lni.vi / < lni.viC1/ from which the first assertion follows. If lni.vi / 2 spt.v j / for i 6D j ,
then lni.vi / < lni.v j / since equality is impossible. Thus vi  v j . However, vi C v j  v j in
this case. This contradicts v j being the smallest element in L − L j−1 since vi 2 L j−1. 2
LEMMA 3.2. Let L D fw1  w2      w2r g be a subspace of V of dimension r where
the ordering is the binary ordering on V with respect to a fixed basis of V . The smallest
subspace of L of dimension r − 1 is K D fw1  w2      w2r−1g.
PROOF. It suffices to show that K is a subspace of L . Let fv1  v2      vr g be the
smallest basis of L in binary order. We claim K D K 0 D hv1  v2      vr−1i. Note that
every vector in K 0 is smaller than every vector in the coset K 0 C vr of L . Thus, the r − 1
dimensional subspace K 0 consists of the smallest 2r−1 vectors of L and so K D K 0. 2
The next result describes which subspaces of dimension k can be the smallest element in a
C-cover when C is an .n − 1; n − 2/-complement of V .
PROPOSITION 3.3. The following are equivalent:
(a) L is a k-dimensional subspace of V , K a subspace of L of codimension 1, and the
smallest vector v in binary order in L − K has wt.v/  2.
(b) L is the smallest element in binary order in a C-cover of K where C is an .n−1; n−2/-
complement of V .
PROOF. First assume condition (a) holds and wt.v/ D 2. We assume all binary orderings and
weights are with respect to the basis fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g. Thus v D xiCx j where 1  j < i  n
and so lni.v/ D i . Now let fv1  v2      vk−1g be the smallest basis of K in binary order.
By Lemma 3.1, we have lni.vs/ < lni.vt / whenever s < t . Since v is the smallest element
in binary order in L − K we have v  v C vt for 1  t  k − 1. Thus lni.v/ 6D lni.vt / for
1  t  k − 1. Now set
Si D flni.vt /ji 2 spt.vt /g and S j D flni.vt /j j 2 spt.vt /g:
Note, if i 2 spt.vt /, then i < lni.vt / since we have shown i D lni.v/ 6D lni.vt /. If j 2 spt.vt /
we also have j < lni.vt / for if j D lni.vt / we have v C vt  v contradicting our assumption
that v is the smallest vector in binary order in L − K . Now set
A D fxt jt 6D i; t 6D j; t =2 Si [ S j g and B D fvs j lni.vs/ 2 Si [ S j g:
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Now we let X D hA [ Bi. Note that X has dimension n − 2 since it is generated by n − 2
linearly independent vectors. We also claim that K is a subspace of X . We have vs 2 X if
lni.vs/ 2 Si [ S j . If lni.vs/ =2 Si [ S j , then i =2 spt.vs/ and j =2 spt.vs/. By Lemma 3.1,
.Si [ S j / \ spt.vs/ D ;. Thus vs 2 hAi.
Next note that v =2 X . This follows since any element w 2 X with i 2 spt.w/ or j 2 spt.w/
must also involve indices from Si [ S j . Thus W D hX; vi is a subspace of dimension n − 1
and C D W − X is an .n−1; n−2/-complement. Now we claim that v is the smallest element
in binary order in W − X . Let w 2 X . If i =2 spt.w/ and j =2 spt.w/, then clearly v  v Cw.
If i 2 spt.w/ or j 2 spt.w/, then lni.vs/ 2 spt.w/ where vs 2 B. We have shown above that
lni.vs/ > i and lni.vs/ > j . Thus v D xi C x j  xi C x j C w D v C w. In any case we
have shown v is the smallest element in binary order in vC X D W − X . Finally, the smallest
element in this C-cover of K must be hK ; vi D L since, by Lemma 2.1, all k-dimensional
subspaces in this C-cover of K are obtained in this manner and any other would be larger in
binary order.
If condition (a) holds and wt.v/ D 1 the argument is similar. We have v D xi so we set
Si D flni.vt /ji 2 spt.vt /g
and for some index r =2 Si [ fig we set
A D fxt jt 6D i; t 6D r; t =2 Si g and B D fvs j lni.vs/ 2 Si g:
Now if X D hA [ Bi, W D hX; vi, and C D W − X , the argument above may be repeated to
show hK ; vi D L is the smallest element in the C-cover of K .
For the converse, assume L is the smallest k-dimensional space in a C D W − X cover of
K , a .k − 1/-dimensional subspace of X . Then L D hK ; vi where v is the smallest vector in
binary order in W − X . Now let fw1  w2    wn−2g be the smallest basis in binary order
of X . By Lemma 3.1, the lni.wi / for 1  i  n−2 are distinct. It follows that lni.wi / =2 spt.v/
for 1  i  n − 2. If lni.wi / 2 spt.v/, then wi C v  v, which contradicts our assumption
that v is the smallest vector in binary order in W − X . But then wt.v/  2, so the converse is
proved. 2
We say that a subspace L of V of dimension k where 1  k  n − 2 satisfies condition N
if L contains a subspace K of codimension 1 so that the smallest vector v in binary order in
L − K has wt.v/  2. We establish another equivalent condition in
PROPOSITION 3.4. A k-dimensional subspace L of V satisfies condition N if and only if
the smallest basis of L in binary order fv1  v2      vkg has wt.vi /  2 for some i ,
1  i  k.
PROOF. Assume L satisfies condition N so L contains a subspace K of codimension 1 so that
the smallest vector v in binary order in L−K has wt.v/  2. Now let fw1  w2      wk−1g
be the smallest basis in binary order for K . Note that L D K ] .K C v/. To construct the
smallest basis of L we must choose the smallest element of L . This is eitherw1 or v since they
are, respectively, the smallest elements in K and K C v. Set Li D fw1  w2      wi g for
1  i  k− 1. At each stage of the construction of the smallest basis of L , the smallest vector
in L − Li is eitherwiC1 or v. If i is the largest index where wi  v, then the first i C 1 vectors
in the smallest basis of L are fw1  w2      wi−1  vg. In any event, the smallest basis
of L contains a vector of weight 2 or less.
Now suppose fv1  v2      vkg is the smallest basis in binary order of L and wt.vi /  2
for some i , 1  i  k. Set K D hvt jt 6D ii. Note that vi is the smallest vector in binary order
in L − hv1; v2; : : : ; vi−1i so a fortiori in L − K . Thus L satisfies condition N. 2
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For 1  k  n − 2 we characterize which subspaces of V of dimension k fail condition N.
COROLLARY 3.5. A k-dimensional subspace L of V fails condition N if and only if the
smallest subspace K in L of dimension k−1 fails condition N and the smallest vector v 2 L−K
has wt.v/  3.
PROOF. Suppose L fails condition N. Then, by Proposition 3:4, if fv1  v2      vkg
is the smallest basis of L in binary order we must have wt.vi /  3 for 1  i  k. We
have shown in Lemma 3.2 that if K is the smallest subspace of codimension 1 in L , then
K D hv1  v2      vk−1i. Thus K fails condition N by Proposition 3.4 and since vk is
the smallest vector in L − K and wt.vk/  3 the first direction is proved. For the converse,
since K fails condition N its smallest basis fv1  v2      vk−1g must have wt.vi /  3 for
1  i  k− 1. But then the smallest basis of L is fv1  v2      vk−1  vgwhich consists
of vectors of weight 3 or higher. Thus, by Proposition 3.4, L fails condition N. 2
Corollary 3.5 presents us with an recursive way to count the number of k-dimensional
subspaces failing condition N. We denote the number of k-dimensional subspaces failing
condition N as R.n; k/. In [2] or [3] it is shown that
R.n; 1/ D 2n − 1−

n C 1
2

: (2)
In addition, it is easily shown that there is only one .n− 2/-dimensional subspace of V failing
condition N so that R.n; n − 2/ D 1. We use these facts as the beginning of the recursion
proven in the following
PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume n > 4, k  2 and k C 2 < n. The number of k-dimensional
subspaces of V failing condition N is
n−kX
iD2
..2i − i − 1/.R.k C i − 1; k − 1///: (3)
PROOF. We count the number of k-dimensional subspaces L failing condition N where the
largest nonzero index of a vector in L is k C i and 0  i  n − k. First, set
Wi D hx1; x2; : : : ; xkCi i
where fxn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g is the fixed basis upon which all binary orders are defined. Then
L is a subspace of Wi . Since L contains a vector v where lni.v/ D k C i , by Lemma 3.2,
if K is the smallest subspace of L of dimension k − 1, then K is contained in Wi−1. Let
fv1  v2      vk−1g be the smallest basis of K in binary order. If v is the smallest
vector in L − K we must have wt.v/  3 and spt.v/ \ flni.vt /j1  t  k − 1g D ; as in
Proposition 3.3. Since lni.v/ D k C i , the remaining indices in spt.v/ may be chosen from
the k C i − 1− .k − 1/ D i indices of Wi−1 not among the lni.vt / for 1  t  k − 1. Since
wt.v/  3 we see there are
i
2

C

i
3

C    C

i
i

D 2i − i − 1
ways to choose the remaining indices of v and further that i  2 for such weight 3 vectors
to exist. It follows from Corollary 3.5 that any k-dimensional subspace L failing condition
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TABLE 1.
The Rank of M.n; k/ over GF(2).
n=k 1 2 3 4 5
3 1 — — — —
4 5 1 — — —
5 16 16 1 — —
6 42 147 42 1 —
7 99 505 505 99 1
TABLE 2.
Subspaces Failing Condition N.
n=k 1 2 3 4 5
3 1 — — — —
4 5 1 — — —
5 16 21 1 — —
6 42 197 85 1 —
7 99 1289 2252 341 1
N, where the largest nonzero index of a vector in L is k C i , can be constructed by choos-
ing a .k − 1/-dimensional subspace K of Wi−1 failing condition N and adjoining a vector
v 2 Wi , where wt.v/  3, lni.v/ D k C i and v is the smallest vector in binary order
in hK ; vi − K . Thus L D hK ; vi where K is the smallest subspace in binary order of L
of dimension k − 1 and v is the smallest vector in binary order in L − K . Distinct pairs
.K ; v/ generate distinct k-dimensional subspaces. This follows since the smallest .k − 1/-
dimensional subspace of L is unique, as is the smallest vector in L − K . Thus we have shown
there are
.2i − i − 1/R.k C i − 1; k − 1/
k-dimensional subspaces failing condition N with largest nonzero index k C i when i  2.
The recursion formula (3) follows from this. 2
4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We begin with the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 4.1. The row rank of M.n; k/ over G F.2/ is less than or equal to
n−kX
iD2
..2i − i − 1/.R.k C i − 1; k − 1///: (4)
PROOF. Every row indexed by a k-dimensional subspace L satisfying condition N may be
reduced to the zero row by row reduction. This follows by Proposition 3.3, which implies L is
the smallest element in a C-cover of some .k − 1/-dimensional space and Corollary 2.3. The
number in Eqn. (4), is, of course, the number of k-dimensional subspaces failing condition N
by Proposition 3.6. 2
We have computed the rank over GF(2) of M.n; k/ for n < 8. The results are summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 2 gives the number of k-dimensional subspaces of V failing condition N for n < 8.
The computations of the ranks of M.n; k/ for n D 6 and n D 7 were simplified by Theorem
4.1 since only rows indexed by subspaces failing condition N affect the rank. For instance,
when n D 7 and k D 3 there are 11811 rows in M.n; k/ but only 2252 indexed by subspaces
failing condition N.
There are some noteworthy conjectures that have been developed from our work on these,
and similar, incidence matrices related to Brouwer’s conjecture for the universal embedding
dimension for dual polar spaces of symplectic type over GF(2). First, it appears from Table 1
that the rank of M.n; k/ equals the rank of M.n; n − k − 2/ for 1  k  n2 . Next, let 01 and
02 be two C-covers of .k−1/-dimensional subpsaces. Since we are over GF(2) it follows that
the symmetric difference
01 C 02 D .01 [ 02/− .01 \ 02/
is a set of k-dimensional subspaces that index rows which sum to 0 over GF(2).
We next conjecture that the rank of M.n; k/ is equal to the number of distinct k-dimensional
spaces of V which are the smallest element in binary order in either a C-cover or the symmetric
difference of C-covers. For instance, when n D 6 and k D 3, exactly 40 three-dimensional
subspaces failing condition N are the smallest element in binary order in the symmetric differ-
ence of two C-covers. There are exactly three additional three-dimensional subspaces failing
condition N which are the smallest elements in binary order in the symmetric difference of
four C-covers. This accounts for the nullity of M.6; 3/.
Finally, it seems reasonable that a set of axioms regarding the smallest basis in binary order
of a subspace can be found to characterize which subspaces are the smallest in binary order in
a C-cover or symmetric differences of C-covers.
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